
Reasons Why Your Hospital Needs a Website 

A medical web resource plays a significant part: it affects the reputation of the clinic, the effectiveness of 
treatment, and much more. 

More and more people choose a clinic with the help of famous Google or other search engines. Moreover, 
before making an appointment with a doctor, your potential patient will definitely visit the site he likes and 
studies all the information it provides. So a hospital web resource is currently one of the most significant 
channels of sales of medical services and related products.   

A website is one of the elements of your branding strategy. It means your resource must prove to your clients 
(they're also patients) that your clinic is a respected institution worthy of their trust.  

In order to attract a maximum of patients to your clinic, you need to use all the means of competitive struggle. 
And taking full advantage of web resources definitely belongs to these means. 

The site helps to always stay in touch with your patients. Feedback forms, online chats, instant messengers, and 
other communication channels come to the rescue in this regard. 

The higher the reputation of the medical institution, the greater the chances of attracting a maximum of clients 
(patients) and convincing them to choose your clinic. There are many ways to do this, and one of them is an 
online promotion. 

 

The features of the hospital website 

* a detailed list of services and price list. 

* booking an appointment 

* online chat. 

* the emergency call. 

* interactive map 

* blog. 

* information about the doctors 

* 3D tour over the hospital wards.  

* online doctor's advice. 

* feedback form. 



 

Need Of Website for School / Colleges. 

School website software is a specialised form of Content Management System (CMS) hosted on a computer 
connected to the internet. It is commissioned by the school governors. It is designed and installed by a specialist 
computer software company. When it has been accepted, the client (the school) is responsible for maintaining 
the content; adding new content and changing elements of the visual design, the visitor to the site cannot make 
these changes but accesses the site to read the content. CMS may have additional modules that allow it to do 
additional tasks- like mass emailings, online registration for events or even online sales. 

A school website addresses these audiences: 

 Prospective parents and their children – who require information about the school, pastoral care, exam 
results, admission procedures, open days. 

 Existing parents – who are looking for day to day information, school calendar, parent portals, news, 
events, galleries of stay-at-home worksheets 

 Those monitoring the school- and other child care agencies, the national and local press. 

 Visitors to the school – those requiring, contact details and directions to the school. 

 Alumni - networking with other old boys, calanders and news. 

 Fundraising - giving, legacies and gifts. 

 

Need Of Website to MLM Network Marketing: 

 

Multi-level marketing (MLM) is a marketing strategy in which the sales force is compensated 
not only for sales they personally generate, but also for the sales of the other salespeople 
that they recruit. 

Other terms for MLM include pyramid selling, network marketing, and referral marketing . 

A website has become the primary means for MLM Companies to provide information to its agent and 
users and therefor it is very important that the website design should be very presentable and timely 
updated. We provide complete; automated web based “MLM Software” for MLM Business. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_Management_System


Materials for website are: 

 Online Registration 
 Online Account 
 Online Genealogy 
 Online receipt 
 Statistical Report 
 Cheque printing 
 Plan Coverage (MLM Software) 
 Binary Income Plan 

 

Ten reasons why you need a website for your sm 

        

1. A website makes you look professional 

2. Your website can attract new customers through Google 

3. You can clearly showcase your products and services 

4. You can display your best reviews and testimonials prominently on your website 

5. A website can encourage customers to contact you 

6. You can integrate your website with Google Maps so people can find you more easily 



7. Your website establishes your place in the industry 

8. A website is no longer intimidating to create and manage 

9. A website ensures your success over the long term 

10. You can get all of these benefits without spending a fortune 

 

 
 


